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Year in Review
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Our Critical Work.

We believe our work with youth is some of the most
critical work we do at Prevention First. We work
directly with youth, teachers, advisors, parents,
SROs, local law enforcement, driver ed facilitators,
coalitions, and other community members who have
an important role in our youth's lives. 

The YPRC along with the Student Advisory Board (SAB), strive to develop relevant
resources using evidence-based prevention strategies. We have two target audiences,
and we produce resources to meet separate but similar needs. We use our monthly calls
and meetings to advise the SAB on best practices surrounding these strategies. Their
voices are amplified in the resources we produce and through our newsletter and social
media reach. We provide education and training, helping adults develop the necessary
tools to empower self-advocacy skills in young people. Additionally, the YPRC delivers
webinars and virtual and in-person trainings covering a variety of topics related to the
needs identified by the SAB. Notably, mental health issues are considered the most
concerning among the SAB. We met in person this past June with our new and
expanded SAB to discuss the issues outlined below.

At Prevention First's Youth Prevention Resource Center, we apply a holistic approach in
all that we do, ensuring that youth voices are represented and respected. We invest
significant resources to be responsive to the needs of our youth and support healthy
decision-making, supporting both those who work with youth and youth themselves. 
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YPRC Cornerstones of
Prevention 

Youth Leadership Development: Practicing leadership skills is shown to

have profound effects throughout life. The YPRC maintains, facilitates,

and supports a diverse Student Advisory Board. The Student Advisory

Board has a strong voice and is a guiding force for all programming

efforts, including resource development and advocacy. 

Substance Misuse: Although alcohol is the most commonly used drug

by young people, we provide resources on other drug trends as well.

At the YPRC and Prevention First, we prioritize our resources to focus

on alcohol, tobacco, marijuana, and prescription drug misuse

prevention. Instilling in young people that every decision matters. 

Teen Traffic Safety: Automobile crashes remain a leading cause

of death for young people. The YPRC offers a variety of

resources for driving instructors and parents of new drivers to

help youth address the issues related to teen safe driving.  

Mental Health and Wellness: The importance of physical health

has been well documented, but youth (and adults) must pay

attention to their emotional wellbeing. Depression, suicide,

anxiety, and feeling of isolation are on the rise among young

people. The YPRC and Prevention First are steadfast in

continuing to address these ever-changing and complex issues. 
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Authentic Youth Engagement, Part One
Authentic Youth Engagement, Part Two
Being Visible, A Look at What It Takes to Be an LGBTQ+ Ally

Webinars 

"I think it was great. It covered

lots of information without

being overwhelming. I left

feeling empowered and with

resources to go learn even

more."

  "It was very informative. I

felt the speaker was

passionate about his topic.

Great job!"

Being Visible 
Participant 

Authentic Youth Engagement 
 Participant 
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Vaping 101 for Parents

Kickstart Your Year

Event Planning Guide

Tips for Engaging Youth 

Tip for Egnaging Youth - SAB Edition

Social Media Etiquette 

How to Talk to a Friend About Suicide

Unhappy Holidays

Traffic Safety Hero Series, Volume

One: Occupant Safety

Traffic Safety Hero Series, Volume

Two: Impaired Driving

Summer Teen Driving Tip Sheet 

Resources 
Our SAB determines the topics, creates or

assists in creating, and provides feedback on all

resources produced through the YPRC. 
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Youth leadership stories

"My last year in the Student Advisory Board has been amazing. I
have gotten the chance to work on the Traffic Safety Hero
Series, where I got to help create content, provide feedback,
and make it teen oriented. The Hero Series also allowed me to
attend the Lifesavers National Conference on Highway Safety to
help gain more knowledge about traffic safety and share the
Hero Series Volume 1. During our Student Advisory Retreat, I
had the chance to meet other students face to face, learn more
about the YPRC’s cornerstones, and work on our social media
outreach. The YPRC has given me invaluable leadership
opportunities on the resources we published, and the events we
have attended. I was given the opportunity to attend CADCA’s
Mid-Year Training Conference which will help further my
prevention and leadership skills. Overall, it has been an amazing
experience, and I look forward to another great year!"

 

Jaxon Henrichs

"I have a variety of knowledge and skills that were further
enhanced by working on the Student Advisory Board with the
Youth Prevention Resource Center. These include things
such as confidence in being a leader and knowledge about
prevention methods. These skills empowered me to begin
working in my own community through a grassroots effort.
While being on the SAB, there were workshops that improved
public speaking as well as other leadership skills that helped
build confidence in my leadership abilities. Not only that, but
through the SAB asking for input on prevention resources, I
gained both knowledge about prevention methods and
confidence in the power of my own voice. This has allowed
me to begin pursuits in my own community to work on
prevention work for issues I see daily."

Makenna Gill
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"The Student Advisory Board was a great experience to improve
my leadership, communication, and teamwork skills. I was able
to meet with other teens in Illinois to discuss how certain topics
impact youth and what we can do to advocate and solve these
problems. I was chosen to discuss the impacts of cannabis on
youth at a cannabis symposium where I discussed the harmful

impact it has and what youth/trusted adults can do to help
solve those problems. On the panel, I met with youth as well as
adults to discuss the different viewpoints on this issue. Not only
was I able to advocate and actually use my voice but I was able
to hear other viewpoints on an issue that many were passionate
about. In addition, I was able to use my creative skills to create
wallpapers that focused on mental health on youth and even
adults. The wallpapers I created were reminders that it is okay
to take it one step at a time to grow and develop. This activity

made actually me think outside the box because I was trying to
think on how I can create an artistic cover with mental health
wrapped in it. I researched, spoke with peers, until I knew how

to create what I was thinking. The student advisory board
helped me enhance my skills in both my academic and social

life. I was able to implement these skills in my school
organizations, in events that I hosted, and just in life every day. I
am grateful that I got to be a part of the student advisory board

and will forever use what I learned from here on."

Salsabel Alshaikh
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Communications
Our monthly newsletter is sent to over 700 contacts through our mailing list. We

also send out eLERTs  to inform contacts on upcoming events, new research, and

other timely information.   

The YPRC team is constantly working to expand and strategically focus

communication efforts to our target audience. For example, providing YPRC

related information to multiple networks, like the Prevention Connection, which

reaches over 5,500 contacts and through our multiple social media platforms. 

Click below to join

our social media! 
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https://www.facebook.com/YPRC.IL
https://twitter.com/YPRCil
https://www.instagram.com/yprc_il/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCXCOZbMitdqeiTnMhTFi0TA
https://www.tiktok.com/@yprc.il
http://www.snapchat.com/yprc.il


"MHFA has been an incredible skill to

have in both my professional and

personal life. Recently, I was able to

put my training to use when a young

family member faced a mental health

crisis. I was able to have real, open,

and appropriate conversations

utilizing my training. I will forever be

thankful for the skills and knowledge

I gained through this training. It

definitely helped save the life of my

family member."

 

YPRC trained Mental Health First

Aider

Mental Health &
Wellness 

The YPRC hosted five

Youth Mental Health First

Aid trainings in FY22.

Youth MHFA teaches

adults how to help an

adolescent experiencing a

mental health or substance

use challenge or crisis. 

FY22 also saw the YPRC add Adult MHFA and QPR

(Question, Persuade, Refer - a Suicide Prevention

Gatekeeper training) to our training offerings. QPR will

allow us to train even more adults to respond to a youth in

crisis, as well as train young people to help their peers.

The SAB Mental Health & Wellness

subcommittee started some ambitious

projects last year that they will continue

working on in FY23. These include a guide

for parents to talk to their kids about their

mental health and a presentation done by

youth that addresses mental wellbeing

among their peers. 
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